THE SIEGEL INSTITUTE WELCOMES INTERN, MICHAEL CARTER

WOMEN AND THE EFFECTS
OF FEMALE BULLYING
Dr. Linda Johnston invites women to complete an
online survey for continued progress of the research
project entitled "The Long-term Effects of Female
Bullying on Adult Women and their Resolution of
Conflicts." The project aims to study the long term
effects of childhood bullying experiences on adult
women and to ascertain the relationship between the
bullying experience and the adult woman's resolution
of conflicts.

Michael Carter

LINDSAY SARIPKIN AND THE MA’ASE OLAM PROGRAM

Possible benefits from this research include:
• a potentially better understanding of the bullying experience;
• an opportunity for victims of bullying to tell their story to the researcher;
• the chance to anonymously help others who might have or have had similar experiences.
After completing the on-line portion of the survey, participants will have the opportunity to indicate their
willingness to be interviewed about bullying experiences at a later time. The results of the on-line survey
participation will be anonymous. To participate in the survey please visit https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/
KVFNXWM.
For additional questions, contact Dr. Johnston at 678-797-2000 or by email at ljohnst9@kennesaw.edu.
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The Southeast Association of Facilitators (SEAF) announces its
annual conference, Getting Results through Group Engagement,
to be held October 26, 2012. The conference is open to the KSU
campus community and the general public. A full day of
Professional Development workshops featuring international
leaders in group facilitation is scheduled. Dr. Carolyn J.
Lukensmeyer of AmericaSpeaks will serve as Plenary Speaker.

Meet new Siegel Institute intern Michael Carter. He is Atlanta-born and a Cobb
county native currently attending Kennesaw State University with a focus in
marketing and professional sales. Michael’s interests outside of school are focused
on economic and environmental development around Kennesaw campus and the
surrounding area. As an avid recycler and sustainability advocate, Michael is a
member of Progressive Earth Alliance of Kennesaw (PEAK) and the Model African
Union. Following his time at KSU, Michael plans to work for a company that fosters
sustainable water resource management or alternative energy. Michael can be
reached at mcarte40@students.kennesaw.edu.

Former Siegel Institute intern, Lindsay Saripkin, is now working in
Israel as part of Ma’ase Olam, a 10-month service learning program
for North American and Israeli young adults. Ma'ase ("good deed" in
Hebrew) was established in 2004 to promote the value of
volunteering, to spearhead volunteering frameworks for young people
in Israel, and to promote a more inclusive and equitable Israel.
Located in over fifty Arab and Jewish communities, Ma’ase utilizes
over 700 volunteers from Israel and other countries and has reached
over 10,000 children and youth in marginalized and disadvantaged
communities in the periphery of the country. Lindsay works for the
Ma’ase program as an Israel Service Fellow (ISF). “Being a part of
this pioneering project uses our experiences to help mold this program
for the future through brainstorming and combining our skills and
knowledge,” Lindsay says. The ISF program works with diverse
populations not only in classrooms, but also creates programs within
informal educational settings as well. Visit Lindsay’s blog on her
experience at https://wanderingjewinisrael.wordpress.com/.
For more information about Ma'ase Olam please visit
http://olam.maase.org.il/index.php?option=com_content&view=frontpage&Itemid=2.

Ma’ase Olam Israel Service Fellows.
Lindsay Saripkin 3rd from right.

Danzel Grant Researches Ethics and Sports on behalf of the Siegel Institute

Carolyn Lukensmeyer

CAROLYN LUKENSMEYER is the Executive Director of the National Institute for Civil Discourse.
Dr. Lukensmeyer previously served as Founder and President of AmericaSpeaks, an award-winning
nonprofit organization based in Washington, D.C. AmericaSpeaks promotes nonpartisan initiatives to
engage citizens and leaders through the development of innovative public policy tools and strategies. Dr.
Lukensmeyer also formerly served as Consultant to the White House Chief of Staff from 1993-94 and on the
National Performance Review where she steered internal management and oversaw government-wide
reforms. She was the Chief of Staff to Ohio Governor, Richard F. Celeste, from 1986-91, and was the first
woman to serve in this capacity. Dr. Lukensmeyer earned her Ph.D. in Organizational Behavior from Case
Western Reserve University and has completed postgraduate training at the Gestalt Institute of Cleveland.

During the Summer 2012 semester, Danzel Grant provided research for the Siegel Institute on
codes of ethics in sports and the workplace in general. Danzel researched ethics practices
among various major sports teams as well as the Olympics (badminton, track and field,
basketball, archery) to see how players are disciplined when they disobey their collective
bargaining agreement (a document athletes are required to sign at the start of their careers)
which binds them to their team and details what is allowed and not allowed in their public
lives.
Danzel Grant

A track and basketball athlete at his high school, Danzel came to work on the Siegel Institute’s
Sports and Ethics project through CobbWorks, a nonprofit organization that promotes employment, economic
development, and education in the Cobb County community. Danzel will transfer from Georgia Perimeter college and
start as a freshman at KSU in the spring 2013 semester. A self-taught musician, he plays bass guitar and plans to declare
a music major.

“LUNCH & A MOVIE” and “LUNCH & A BOOK” Discussion Series
Siegel Ins tute Conference Room
3391 Town Point Drive, Suite 2400, Kennesaw, GA 30144
Noon—2:00 p.m.
Lunch provided. Complimentary books and movies provided to each par cipant.
10/23/12 — Lunch and a BOOK
Animal, Vegetable, Miracle: A Year of Food Life by Barbara Kingsolver - Kingsolver tells of her family’s journey away from the industrial
food pipeline toward putting the kitchen back at the center of family life and farming at the center of the American diet.
11/7/12 — Lunch and a BOOK
Lost Mountain by Erik Reece - Reece makes it clear that strip mining is a mainstream crisis that encompasses every
issue from corporate hubris and government neglect, to class conflict and poisoned groundwater, to species extinction
and landscape destruction.
11/29/12 — Lunch and a MOVIE
“Smilla’s Sense of Snow” - Based on Peter Hoeg’s bestseller. In Copenhagen where a small boy is found dead after
falling off a roof, Smilla Jasperson, a close friend, suspects murder. As she begins to investigate, she is pulled into a
conspiracy that could mean her death.

WATCH FOR ADDITIONAL DATES TO COME IN 2013

Graduate Student Association
Reminds Graduate Students of Available Resources
All KSU graduate students should know that KSU’s Graduate Student Association (GSA) provides monetary support to graduate
students in the form of travel reimbursements when presenting at professional development conferences and conventions related
to their program of study. Up to $750 to support 25 students per academic year is available. Students who would like to apply are
required to make a five-minute speech to the GSA officers board and will receive an answer on the spot.
This year, the GSA will be focusing on feeding the hungry through Feed the Future and MUST ministries. Also stay tuned for
upcoming details on the GSA’s plans for a meet and greet with the Atlanta Hawks.
For contact information, officers, the policy and procedures manual, and to access travel reimbursement documents, please visit
https://clubs.kennesaw.edu/gsa/. The GSA office on campus is located in the Carmichael Student Center (Building 5), Room 338.

KENNESAW
FUND

The Siegel Institute Ethics Scholarship was established to help support a student interested in performing
research in leadership or ethics at the Siegel Institute for Leadership, Ethics & Character at Kennesaw State
University. Please be sure to designate the Siegel Institute as the recipient of your donation; your gift will
help a deserving graduate student. Students can apply now for the scholarship using the online application
at http://www.kennesaw.edu/scholarships.

Kennesaw State University • Office of Development
1000 Chastain Road, MD 9102
Kennesaw, GA 30144-5591
Telephone: (770) 423-6027 • Fax (770) 432-6532
www.kennesaw.edu/giving

Siegel Ins tute Ethics Scholarship
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

$5000
$2500
$1000
$500
$250
$100
____
_____ My gi) is unrestricted to be used where the need is greatest.
__X__ My gift is reserved for the Siegel Institute Scholarship.
Preferred Payment Op ons:
□ Check [Make check payable to: Kennesaw State University Founda on]
□ Credit Card: Visa - MasterCard - American Express - Discover
□ Account No.: __________________________________________
□ Expiration Date: _______________________________________

Name: ____________________________________
Business Name: ____________________________
Home Address: _____________________________
__________________________________________
Home Phone: ______________________________
□ Signature: ____________________________________
Work Phone: ______________________________
Email: ____________________________________
I prefer to be listed for recogni on as follows: ___________________________________________________________________
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PHENOMENAL WOMEN’S PRE
PRE--CONFERENCE WORKSHOP SERIES
LEADING UP TO THE MA
MARCH
RCH 22, 2013 PHENOMENAL WOMEN’S CONFERENCE.
These workshops, developed for women who are interested in enhancing their
leadership potential, have been scheduled throughout the 2012-2013 academic
year and are held 5:30 pm - 8:30 pm, 3391 Town Point Drive, Room TP 1600,
Kennesaw, GA 30144.
At the October 30th workshop, Jacqueline Oduselu, Professional Counselor
and Mediator, will share strategies on how to become more assertive in both
the personal and professional arena. She will also discuss the appropriate use
Create, Innovate and Collaborate: of assertiveness in both leaders and those aspiring to be leaders.
New Paths in Women's Leadership Registration (which includes a box dinner and workshop materials) is $25.00
per workshop, per person.
Kennesaw State Univ. Center Please visit the website of the Siegel Institute to complete and submit a
registration form.
Jacqueline Oduselu
3333 Busbee Drive, NW
• 10/30/12 – How to Effectively Use Assertiveness in Your Life
Kennesaw, Georgia 30144
• 1/24/13 – How to Strategically Plan for Your Future
• 2/18/13 – How to Become More Confident in Your Personal and Professional Life
• 3/11/13 – Strategies for Managing Stress in the Workplace

SAVE THE DATE!
13th Annual Phenomenal
Women's Conference
March 22, 2013!

THE SIEGEL INSTITUTE FACILITATES ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS ETHICS ADVOCATE TRAINING

The Siegel Institute is pleased to serve Atlanta Public Schools by
administering a workshop for over 200 Ethics Advocates chosen by their
respective schools throughout the APS system. This workshop provides
professional development to APS employees to promote an ethical culture
within every school of the APS district. The content of the ethics workshop
engages participants in the discussion of case studies and provides resources
and lesson plans for integrating ethics into the classroom on a daily basis.
Each Ethics Advocate, representing his or her school by attending the Siegel
Institute ethics training workshop, works toward creating a culture of ethics
for the APS district; learns techniques for instructing colleagues on ethics;
conducts in-service training twice a year for colleagues; and makes
recommendations to their school, office or district for improving ethics
standards on behalf of the interests of students, employees, and stakeholders
at their school.
“We have had the opportunity to work with many dedicated
Dr. Linda Johnston administers
teachers from Atlanta Public Schools.”
Ethics Advocate Workshop at APS’
Instructional Services Center in Atlanta
—Dr. Linda M. Johnston
The Siegel Institute for Leadership, Ethics & Character is now on Facebook!
Please LIKE US at http://www.facebook.com/pages/Siegel-Institute-for-Leadership-Ethics-and-Character/406433209405964

Also connect with the Siegel Institute on TWITTER at https://twitter.com/SiegelKSU

